
Micron® CSC – CA

Multi-season antifouling paint 

based on Controlled Solubility 

Copolymer technology. This 

product is designed to polish 

at a controlled rate providing 

multi-season protection with 

reduced paint buildup allowing 

for an easier reapplication and 

improved performance.

Bottomkote® – CA

Bottomkote – CA provides excellent 

season-to-season protection, 

enabling the antifouling paint to 

wear away with use and eliminates 

the build-up of old spent coatings 

and the heavy sanding needed to 

remove them.

VC® Offshore

VC Offshore is a hard antifouling 

ideal for high performance power 

boats and racing sail boats. 

Formulated to provide a smooth 

and low-friction surface which can 

be burnished or wet-sanded to 

achieve a smoother surface with 

maximum durability.

How to Overcoat VC® 17m

Relentless performance, for every boat, everwhere, every time.

www.interlux.com
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Overcoating Recommendations

1.  Thoroughly clean the hull with a high-pressure freshwater wash to prior to wet sanding

2.  Wet sand the existing VC 17m with 120 grit sandpaper 

3.  Remove sanding residue and any other surface contamination from the surface by wiping down with 

Special Thinner 216, using the two-cloth method

4.  Apply the first of two coats of Micron CSC - CA, Bottomkote - CA, or VC Offshore

Recommended Antifouling Products from Interlux®

For more information on  

Micron CSC - CA  

scan the QR code below

For more information on  

Bottomkote - CA  

scan the QR code below

For more information on  

VC Offshore  

scan the QR code below



interlux.com

It is so much more  

than just bottom paint. 

that counts

It’s what’s  
 under the surface

Relentless performance  

for every yacht, everywhere, every time.

Interlux’s range of fouling control products not only 

improves your performance by protecting your hull from 

fouling, they also protect against the spread of invasive species, safeguarding your local waters when exploring new 

regions, therefore helping you make a difference by looking after the waters that have provided you with enjoyment 

and freedom for so many years.

Like you, we have a passion for boating. We provide boaters the hull protection they deserve with over 140 years 

of cutting-edge science, technology and expertise. You can expect only the best from every Interlux yacht paint 

product, providing you the confidence to explore your world.


